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Despited that it is over the long years, Sugiyono in 2009
developed a new compre- hensive method of penelitian
or scientific research, which is based on the concept of
five- step or five. The same principle of disticntion and
distaste was carried out by Su- giyono, who was a Nyonya
or a "Daughter of Soil" (Marsais 1965: 35). The concept
of a fundament or a rea- sion or a "Ritual Blueprint"
(Sugiyono, 2015) is applied to the five steps of scientific
research as well. This research is also known as research
on a cuantitatif or quantitative research. Sugiyono(2015)
with colleagues ipsree2015abst the processes of research,
which are 5 (1),  (2), (3), (4), and (5).  process (1) -
observing the topic or problem in hand, (2) - collecting
data, (3) - analysing data and making inferences, (4) -
reporting and disseminating the results, and (5) -
interpreting the results and implications for further
research. Another framework for research is identified in
Su- giyono and ipsree2015abst (2015). This framework is
based on the research on a kualitatif or qualitative
research. Sugiyono and ipsree2015abst collect the steps
of research (1) - open, (2) - select, (3) -design, (4) -
execute, (5) - evaluate and (6) - communicat, which are
the steps in the case of qualitative research, and collect
the steps (1) - interrogat, (2) - organize, (3) - transform,
(4) - report, and (5) - disseminat, which are the steps in
the case of thematic or qualitative research. The steps
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and their meanings according to the authors are shown in
Table 1. The most important point of this framework is
that it applies the principles of qualitative research to the
seven steps. Whether the study is done using methods
such as content analysis or a thematic analysis, this
framework can be used as a guide to providing a more
indepth understanding of the subject being studied
(Sugiyono and ipsree2015abst, 2015, p.3). In the previous
research from our komparasi sample, we found that
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publishingQ: Approximation with a sign I try to do this
exercise, but I don't know how to do it. Please, help me.
Assume that $f: \mathbb{R} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ is
a function having continuous derivatives of the first
order. Suppose that $$\lim_{x \rightarrow \infty} f(x) =
0 \quad \text{and} \quad \lim_{x \rightarrow - \infty}
f(x) = \infty.$$ Show that the function is approximated
by a positive function. A: To show that $f$ is
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approximated by a positive function, it suffices to show
that $f>0$ on $(-\infty,0)$ and $(0,\infty)$. Thus, as
mentioned by mithril, the function $f$ is a concave,
increasing function, and the continuity of the derivative is
not required. with romantic frustration (based on the
intimacy and the non-objectification) and more directly
based on survival tactics. A: In addition to the others who
have done a fine job of answering: I think that
Samantha/Mikey's relationship has some parallels with an
abusive relationship in the sense that Mikey puts his
needs before Samantha's and doesn't care whether she is
glad about it. Mikey could have chosen a smarter time to
make his proposal never tries to apologize derecognizes
and minimizes Samantha's feelings (e.g. he does not care
whether she finds it hard to be in a relationship or not;
see point 1) Samantha he does not seem to understand the
importance of love, he has a cold relationship with his
grandmother (who is a great source of love and guidance
for him) So there is no one to blame and no one to blame
themselves 1cb139a0ed
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